A growing body of laboratory, field, and theoretical work suggests that the dynamics of harmful algal blooms and their impacts on other organisms are frequently controlled not only by physiological responses to local environmental conditions as modified by trophic interactions, but also by a series of interactions between biological and physical processes occurring over an extremely broad range of temporal and spatial scales. All too frequently, major gaps in our ability to identify, measure, and model the underlying biological and physical processes and their interactions over the appropriate temporal and spatial scales have prevented the quantitative assessment of the importance of these factors in causing past blooms and the development of predictive models of bloom dynamics and impacts. For these reasons, we have combined fluid continuity equations with a conservation equation for population dynamics to quantify how biological and physical processes and their interactions affect the population dynamics of harmful algae and their potential impact on other organisms. Applications of the resulting numerical and conceptual models to toxic algal blooms in upwelling systems and pycnocline layers suggest not only that bloom dynamics and impacts are sensitive to biological-physical interactions occurring at multiple scales, but also that such interactions may be critical components of the life-history strategies of these organisms.
Algal blooms that result in harm to other organisms vary dramatically in the relative importance of biological and physical processes and their interactions in controlling their dynamics and impacts. At one extreme are high biomass blooms of nonmotile algae that form in poorly flushed, nutrient-enriched coastal waters when a species out-competes other species for light and nutrients and(or) escapes control by grazers. Although physical conditions set the stage for such blooms, physiological responses to local conditions and trophic interactions control the persistence and impacts of the harmful algal bloom (HAB). For example, although the persistent Aureococcus anophagefSerens bloom in Laguna Madre seems to have been triggered by an unusual freeze that killed other trophic levels and released nutrients, the bloom has persisted for 5 yr by out-competing other algae and suppressing grazing (Buskey and Stockwell 1993) . At the other extreme are blooms of motile algae that appear in stratified, physically dynamic coastal waters far more rapidly and(or) reach concentrations far higher than can be explained by local growth in response to average conditions in the region where impacts are observed (see Ryther 1955; Seliger 1993) . In such systems, bloom dynamics and impacts seem to be dominated by interactions between biological and physical processes that occur over a broad range of temporal and spatial scales. Good examples of this are the blooms of Prorocentrum mariae-Zebouriae that occur in fronts in upper
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Chesapeake Bay (Tyler and Seliger 1978) , the postupwelling blooms of Dinophysis spp. in Spanish rias (Fraga et al. 1988) , the blooms of Gyrodinium aureolum (Bjornsen and Nielsen 1991) and Chrysochromulina polylepis (Dundas et al. 1989; Nielsen et al. 1990 ) that occur in thin layers in the pycnocline, and the blooms of Alexandrium tamarensis that occur in buoyant plumes (Franks and Anderson 1992a,b) . Although data from such studies are sufficient to suggest that specific mechanisms are important, quantitative assessment of the importance of these factors in causing HABs is prevented by major gaps in our ability to identify, measure, and model the underlying biological and physical processes and their interactions on the appropriate scales (ECOHAB 1995) .
Given these characteristics, it is essential that we begin to examine HABs in physically dynamic systems from a quantitative population dynamics perspective that includes not only the local population in the region of the potentially impacted organisms, but also the dynamics of the broader populations from which they may be derived and the mechanisms that control exchange between these subpopulations. Such an approach inherently requires that the biological dynamics be imbedded in an appropriately scaled physical circulation model (see Hofmann and Lascara in press) . In addition, since many of the potential underlying biological-physical interactions occur at small scales or involve small-scale physical processes such as turbulent shear or thin layers that occur at scales below the grid scale of most models, it is essential to develop new types of models that can deal with small as well as large-scale issues. This of course represents a major challenge for biological and physical oceanographers and is the topic of our paper.
Herein we combine fluid continuity equations with conservation equations for population dynamics to summarize 1283 how biological and physical processes and their interactions affect the dynamics of harmful algae (HA) and their potential impact on other species. To do this we identify perspectives on the problem, consider the types of processes and interactions which need to be included, derive the combined biological-physical equations for a HAB and indicate how different perspectives and interactions appear in the equations, and consider a series of cases, at both organism and population level, where different types of interactions might dominate. Our paper is intended to assist biological and physical oceanographers in designing future studies to quantitatively assess HAB dynamics and impacts.
Perspectives
Several different perspectives need to be taken into account in developing the combined biological-physical equations for HAB dynamics and impacts: individual plankter, local population, total population, life history, target organism, local population density, and biological-physical interactions. Each has its own logical framework and data requirements. In this section we briefly discuss each and its appropriateness to understanding the population dynamics and the impacts of HABs. This discussion is intended to provide a common set of definitions upon which we can build a framework appropriate to incorporating biologicalphysical interactions into HAB models.
Individual plankter perspective-Many HAB species have the ability to move vertically by swimming and(or) changing buoyancy. It has long been recognized that such behavior can have dramatic effects on the environmental conditions experienced by the organism, its resultant physiological condition and growth rate, its ability to aggregate, and the extent of horizontal transport (Ryther 1955; Seliger et al. 1970; Margalef 1978; Seliger 1993; Okubo 1994; Kamykowski 1995) . In trying to quantify and predict such behavior and its impact on the individual and population, it is necessary to approach the problem from the perspective of the individual plankter. The critical questions from the perspective of the plankter are what are the environmental cues which influence behavior (light, temperature, salinity, density gradients, organic exudates, etc.), how do organisms respond to those cues, how are the behavioral responses to those conditions modified by factors internal to the plankter (physiological condition, diel rhythms, previous experience, etc.), how does the trajectory created by those responses affect the environmental conditions experienced by the plankter over time, and how does that experience affect physiological condition and growth rates? Whenever such motions are oriented vertically in fluids with vertical current shear, the plankter moves from one parcel of water to another over time. Thus, insight into individual and population dynamics is critically dependent on understanding how organism behavior interacts with currents to control trajectory both spatially and relative to parcels of water. It is also dependent on developing techniques to define that trajectory in time and space and thereby sample the population as it develops. The development of models from a plankter's perspective will be critical to understanding dynamics of motile species in physically dynamic systems.
Local and total population perspectives-For some problems the appropriate approach is to consider the local population in the region of interest (e.g. an estuary or fjord) as an integral part of a much larger population. For example, if a HAB occurs in an estuary only after the algae are injected from a pr. mary population on a continental shelf, then the total population must be considered to understand the local dynamics. This will be particularly important when local conditions do not support growth. In some cases, the problem can be simplified by considering the population independent of its spatial distribution. Enclosed systems and biomass-dominated systems can often be treated this way. Sometimes we will want to consider the population as being of limited spatial extent and then look at the advection of that population in a Lagrangian manner. This perspective will be used when explaining where an expatriate bloom came from and how the population developed (Tester et al. 1991) .
Life-history perspective-In trying to understand the behavior and dynamics of plankton in advectve systems, it is frequently useful to view specific aspects (such as swimming behavior, encystment, or growth) from the perspective of how they allow the organism to complete life cycles and retain vegetative. populations in regions favorable to growth. For example, although the occurrence of Prorocentrum in deep waters in Chesapeake Bay during winter does not make sense from a growth optimization perspective, it makes sense when viewed as part of a life-history strategy designed to maximize seed populations in regions favorable to growth in spring (Tyler and Seliger 1978) .
Target species perspective-Algal blooms only become harmful when they negatively impact some other species. These potentially impacted species can be termed target species. As used here, this term does not imply intent on the part of the HA. In some cases, the target species is fixed in space (such as a mussel bed or raft) while the HA are floating freely. In other cases, the target species is also moving in space but in '2 very different fashion. In either case, it is critical to evaluate effects from the perspective of the target species. This means that models must be able to describe not only the development and trajectory of the HAB, but also whether that trajectory will intersect with (and thereby impact) a target organism.
Population density perspective-In some cases, detailed knowledge about the spatial distribution of the population density is required in order to understand the population dynamics and impacts. For example, if suppression of grazing by toxins is dependent on local concentrations, then toxin concentrations in the HA patch must be known in order to calculate the effects of grazing on the HAB. Likewise, accumulation of toxins in a target species is biologically dependent on the time history of algal concentration at the location of the target species. Although this approach is powerful, it requires inclusion of biological processes, phys-ical processes, and biological-physical interactions that occur at small and large scales. It also requires developing sampling strategies that allow measurement of the critical biological and physical structures and processes on the appropriate scales (Donaghay et al. 1992 ).
Biological-physical perspective-In some cases, the interactions between the biology and physics so dominate the bloom dynamics and impacts that it is necessary to include them explicitly in our conceptual and numerical models. For example, small-scale mixing processes have been treated in models as subgrid-scale processes that dispersed scalar quantities, while having no effects on calculation of inherent biological rates. This allowed algal growth rates to be calculated as functions of temperature, light, and nutrients. It has also allowed grazing losses to be calculated as functions of grazer abundance, algal abundance, and filtering efficiencies. As discussed below, recent work suggests that interactions between biological and physical processes can not only affect these rates (and thus must be considered in their calculation) but also that many organisms may have evolved behaviors or adaptations to exploit particular biologicalphysical interactions. We first consider how these interactions could control rates at the level of the individual organism so that we have some idea about the potential processes and look for where they fit in the mathematical formalism.
Potential biological-physical interactions
Biological-physical interactions can occur both at the level of the individual (through effects on growth and mortality rates) and the population (through effects on excystmentencystment and immigration-emigration rates). We here identify and define these potential interactions so that they can be included in numerical models where appropriate.
Cellular growth rates -Growth rates (r-L> of the HA can be affected by biological-physical interactions occurring at several different scales. First, lab studies indicate that turbulence-induced increases in the rate of strain at the scale of the organism may directly inhibit cell division in some dinoflagellates (White 1976; Pollinger and Zemel 1981; Thomas and Gibson 1990a,b; Berdalet 1992; Berdalet and Estrada 1993; Gibson and Thomas 1995) . Although some dinoflagellate HA seem to be so sensitive that even moderate winds could suppress cell division, other types of HA may be unaffected (Berdalet and Estrada 1993) or even enhanced (Lazier and Mann 1989) . The importance of this type of interaction needs to be evaluated so that such effects can be predicted in the field from measurements of rate of strain. Second, increased turbulence at meter and larger scales may indirectly affected growth rates by modifying the light history and thus the photosynthetic rates of the HA. For example, increased turbulence can restrict the ability of motile HA to increase photosynthesis rates by migrating between regions of optimal light during the day (Ryther 1955 ) and nutrient rich waters at night (Eppley et al. 1968; Cullen and Horrigan 1981) . Although these interactions may be more complex than suggested by this example, major progress has been made in modeling the effects (see Kamykowski 1995) .
Third, interactions of vertical migration and deterministic water motions associated with internal waves may indirectly affect growth rates (Kamykowski 1995) . For example, the development of a resonance between diurnal vertical migration and internal waves may enhance the range of vertical migration and thus the growth of dinoflagellate blooms in southern California waters (Kamykowski 1974 (Kamykowski , 1981 . Such interactions need to be quantified in systems with large internal wave fields dominated by diurnal and semidurnal periods.
Mortality rates-Mortality can be caused by four different mechanisms that have different sensitivity to biologicalphysical interactions. Thus, the mortality rate, m, can be written as m = mP -k m, + mR + m,T. ml, is the rate of mortality resulting from death of cells induced by physiological effects of unfavorable environmental conditions, mg the rate of grazer-induced mortality of cells, m, the rate of mortality resulting from death of cells induced by viruses and other pathogens, and m, the rate of mortality resulting from death of cells induced by physical shear stress.
The rate of mortality resulting from the extreme physiological stress (m,,) should be largely independent of biological-physical interactions because such stress occurs after nutrient exhaustion or when light levels are persistently inadequate to support photosynthesis sufficient to exceed respiratory demand. The exception to this will be when turbulence sufficiently dominates swimming behavior to prevent motile HA from making their usual vertical migrations. The rate of mortality from viruses and pathogens (m,) should be primarily under biological control. However, if viruses and pathogens are not uniformly distributed in the water column, then the initial infection of HA could be highly dependent on algal swimming behavior increasing or decreasing contact rates between host cell and pathogen. The rate of grazer-induced mortality (m,) may be affected by a similar biological-physical interaction: if the HA and grazer respond differently to vertical current shear or structure, then the resulting biological-physical interactions can lead to a separation of patches of these organisms and, as a result, reduced mortality rates (Hardy and Gunther 1935) . In addition, the rate of grazer-induced mortality may be increased by turbulence if it increases contact rates with grazers (Rothschild and Osborn 1988) . In contrast to the strongly biological component of ml,, mg, and m,, m,T (the rate of mortality resulting from physical shear stress) is a direct function of a physical process (Pollinger and Zemel 1981) . As in the case with grazers and pathogens, biological-physical interactions can reduce the extent of mortality if the HA can use swimming behavior to avoid areas of high shear.
Excystment and encystment rates-Many
HA form some type of resting stage (usually a cyst) that falls to the sediment where it stays until it excysts and returns to the plankton (Anderson and Wall 1978) . Although this process is currently believed to be a biologically driven phenomenon (e.g. a response to nutrient stress or internal biorhythms), it is possible that biological-physical interactions are also involved. In any case, it can be a powerful mechanism for maintaining HA seed populations in a given area, particularly during periods when conditions are unfavorable to growth or advection is exceedingly high.
dN -= births -deaths + immigration -emigration. dt
Immigration and emigration rates-Immigration rates in weakly swimming plankton have long been recognized to be dominated by interactions between swimming behavior and current shear (Hardy and Gunther 1935) . Although HA swimming rates are much slower than most horizontal currents (and thus horizontal swimming is ineffective in immigrating between water parcels), swimming rates are usually larger than vertical currents and thus allow vertical migration into layers of water that are moving in different directions. As a result, interactions between swimming behavior and current shear can lead to retention of some plankton populations within relative narrow regions of estuaries and shelves, differential transport of subpopulations or life stages, or the separation of plankton populations from food sources and(or) predators (grazers). For example, these interactions have been shown to be critical for concentration of the dinoflagellate Pyrodinium bahamense in Oyster bay, Jamaica (Seliger et al. 1970) , for the differential transport and retention of oyster larvae in estuaries (Boicourt 1982) , and for the stage separation and retention of zooplankton populations of the copepod Calanus pacificus on the Oregon shelf (Peterson et al. 1979) . The consequences of similar interactions is discussed below for HAB species.
N represents the number of members of the population of interest in the region under consideration. Thus if we can specify the birth, death, immigration, and emigration rates as a function of time as well as the population at some initial time, we can :;olve the equation for the number of members at a later time. All well and good, but it is that specification of those four llariables that is so very difficult. Nevertheless, the difficulty, if not the impossibility, of exactly specifying the important rates does not diminish the fact that there is a fundamental equation for population dynamics-as fundamental as Newton's second law is for mechanics.
Further complications arise when one deals with a fluid medium and considers the local concentration of a species rather than the total number in the population. We next derive the appropriate conservation equations for the local concentration of 2. species.
Derivation of the characteristic equations for population dynamics-As a starting point we have chosen Eckart's ( 1940a, b) deri,irations on the thermodynamics of irreversible processes. Let p be the mass density of the fluid and $ its velocity, the equation of continuity is then 8P z + V*(p3) = 0.
Equation development
V represents the gradient operator, which in rectangular coordinates is
Comparison of Newtonian dynamics to population dynamics-studies of the dynamics of physical systems are based on the equation of motion which expresses Newton's second law in mathematical form. It can be written in the familiar form of ? = m& $ represents the net force on the particle of mass m, and d represents the acceleration. It can also be written as momentum conservation, The boldface dot represents the dot product between two vectors or between a vector operator and the vector to which it is being applied, while 2, 9, and z^ represent unit vectors along the three axes. Scalar multiplication is represented by a small dot in cases where it improves clarity of the written equation. The total derivative operator is defined as
Here p' = mg, the momentum of the particle. The solution to these differential equations is dependent on the boundary conditions. It also requires specification of the net force either explicitly or in terms of the other variables in the problem such as position, velocity, acceleration, etc. Once the net force and boundary conditions are specified, the problem of determining the dynamics of the system has become a problem in kinematics: determining the motion with known acceleration. The answer comes from the solution of the differential equations (plural because it is a vector equation) with the known boundary conditions. This often involves algebra to handle the functional form and geometry to represent the solution in graphical form.
The total derivstive operator is a useful concept because it represents the change that would be seen by "following the flow," but calculated in the fixed reference frame. When considering change at a fixed location it tells us whether the parameter under consideration is changing or whether the apparent change is because we are looking at a different water parcel. With this notation the equation for the continuity of mass becomes For population dynamics the fundamental equation repFlow in the ocean is resents the conservation of numbers: 0, and the continuity
dP z= -pv*3.
essentially nondivergent, hence V-3 = equation can be written as either dp 0
Similarly the equation of continuity for different organisms of interest (termed plankter, below), identified by the subscript i, with concentration n, = n;(x, y, z, t) in units of numbers per unit volume is ihi t + V*(n,3,) = 'yi.
The velocity of the i plankter is gi = 3,(x, y, z, t) (absolute velocity in space, not relative to the water), and 'yi, is the net rate of production of the plankter labeled by index i. The velocity of the species relative to the flow is i& = gi -3, U-3) and the flux of plankters relative to the water is si = (n,i&).
Re-arranging and using the equation of continuity for density:
This equation differs from the continuity equation for mass in two ways. First, there is a term for the biological generation and disappearance of plankters-the net growth rate ('y,). Second, the motion of the plankters, relative to the water, can be convergent or divergent (i.e. V*Ji # 0). Both of these mechanisms lead to local increases or decreases in concentration while following the same patch of water.
The increase in concentration of plankters following a parcel of water is different from the increase in concentration at a fixed point, or in the latter case advection contributes to the change. At a fixed point in space the change of concentration with time is given by the partial derivative
CW
Advection can change the concentration at a location that is fixed (or at least not moving with the local water velocity), but it does not change the concentration of plankters in a given parcel of water. yi can be written as the sum of two terms: the cell division (birth) rate and the mortality rate. These are frequently written as proportional to the local concentration although there is no requirement that the factors of proportionality are constant in time or space. Defining the local production rate of cells = pi-n,
and the local mortality rate of cells = mi+zi (11) makes the population density equation for a observer moving with the local flow 2 = (jqni) -(mieni) -V*y,.
In the Eulerian reference frame of a stationary observer (e.g. a mooring, a mussel raft, or a fixed sampling grid), the time variation is an,
at (13) The observer is measuring hi/at and the advective term, V*(n,q), seems to be a source of plankters. In these cases we need to be especially careful not to interpret a rapid increase in local concentration as the rapid growth of a local population when in fact it is the result of an advection from elsewhere.
Reynolds decomposition of the motion and Jluxes-Oceanic flows are characterized by velocity and concentration fluctuations over broad ranges of temporal and spatial scales. It is impossible to fully map or calculate the water motions or the plankter concentrations. For some situations, the desirable quantities are actually the mean concentrations. As well, one must realize that the mean value is determined by the averaging process and the averaging interval. For some physical problems, such as basin-scale circulation, the tides and inertial waves are transient phenomena. For turbulent mixing studies the tides and inertial waves may be considered part of the mean flow. A standard technique, regardless of where one's interest defines the break between mean and fluctuations, is to take the equations and expand the parameters into their "mean and fluctuating parts" (Hinze 1975 ). This process develops equations for the average concentration, circulation, etc. The penalty of this approach is that terms appear in the average equation representing the mean correlation of products of the fluctuating variables. These are the Reynolds stresses and Reynolds fluxes. The stresses and fluxes can be due to turbulent flow in the water and(or) other effects such as tides, storms, etc. depending on the averaging process. Thus, both small-scale (relatively isotropic) turbulence and lateral advection by tidal currents could be included in the fluctuating term by a scientist interested in algal population dynamics in an estuary. As well, the scientist might choose a separation that places the tidal motion into the time-dependent mean circulation. The specific details of the experiment design and averaging must be determined case by case. However, experience has shown that small-scale turbulent motion is almost always considered part of the fluctuating velocity and density and hence the fluctuating components are often called turbulent, and we will use that appellation.
The means of p, ni, t', and zi are represented by p,,, n, $,, and 2. We have dropped the subscripts i from these variables as we are now interested in a single population and one can easily rewrite the derivation should one be dealing with two or more populations. The fluctuating parts of p, n,, 3, and i& are represented by p', n', 3', and z', and the averaging process is represented by angled brackets. Hence: P = PO + P' ni = n -I-n', 3 = i;" + 7, and iii = ii -I-ii'.
The averaging process is such that the first terms on the right-hand side represent the averages (p) = pO, (ni) = n, (3) = $,, and (zi) = 2,
and therefore the fluctuating parts have zero average Here we see that if we are moving through space with the velocity of the mean flow To, the mean density p0 is not constant but changes in time due to a correlation of the velocity fluctuations with the density fluctuations. This is the so-called turbulent flux of density. The reason this equation is different from Eq. 4a is that the mean velocity is not the velocity of the original water parcel, which is being spread and distorted. This explains why ones sees density increase while traveling down an estuary at the local mean water speed. The density changes because the water changes. One is not observing the same water parcel in spite of moving at the local mean speed. We frequently represent the turbulent flux, -(p'?'), as the product of a turbulent diffusivity and the mean gradient:
V, represents the horizontal components of the gradient operator, K,, and K, are the horizontal and vertical turbulent diffusivities, and z^ is the unit vector in the vertical direction. It is reasonable for our discussions to use one value for the horizontal diffusivity and a different value for the vertical. The diffusivities are frequently assumed to be constants but it is not necessary. (21) We do not apply the Reynolds decomposition and averaging We do not apply the Reynolds decomposition and averaging to the birth rate and mortality terms, as we assume these will to the birth rate and mortality terms, as we assume these will be input information to the modeling or analysis activities be input information to the modeling or analysis activities for which thes: equations are used. For that reason we have for which thes: equations are used. For that reason we have left the subscripts on those terms as a reminder that the left the subscripts on those terms as a reminder that the Reynolds decomposition has not been used there. Applying Reynolds decomposition has not been used there. Applying the same process to Eq. 9b produces the same process to Eq. 9b produces (22) Note that because of the continuity equation for the mean Note that because of the continuity equation for the mean flow, V*3, = (I, it follows that V*(n.3,) = $,,*Vn. flow, V*3, = (I, it follows that V*(n.3,) = $,,*Vn. Let us look at the last four terms and see what they mean Let us look at the last four terms and see what they mean and what processes can be active inside them. We can idenand what processes can be active inside them. We can identify n-2 as the transport (flux) of plankters by their mean tify n-2 as the transport (flux) of plankters by their mean motion relative to the water. The relative motion usually conmotion relative to the water. The relative motion usually consists of directed swimming, flotation or sinking. V*(naz) repsists of directed swimming, flotation or sinking. V*(naz) represents the divergence-convergence (subtraction-addition) of resents the divergence-convergence (subtraction-addition) of the plankters clue to the spatial variation of the flux. If the the plankters clue to the spatial variation of the flux. If the flux is constanr. in space then the addition-subtraction is zero. flux is constanr. in space then the addition-subtraction is zero. The next term involves n.$,,, the flux of plankters by the The next term involves n.$,,, the flux of plankters by the mean motion in the water. V*(n-3,) is the divergence of the mean motion in the water. V*(n-3,) is the divergence of the flux by the meim advection. This term plus the previous term flux by the meim advection. This term plus the previous term represent the mean motion of the plankters in space which represent the mean motion of the plankters in space which is a sum of the water motion plus the motion relative to the is a sum of the water motion plus the motion relative to the water. water.
The transport, and its divergence, (n'z') and V*((n'd')), The transport, and its divergence, (n'z') and V*((n'd')), are representecl by the correlations of fluctuations of the conare representecl by the correlations of fluctuations of the concentration and water motion from their mean values. These centration and water motion from their mean values. These terms can act like diffusion and spread the plankters out or terms can act like diffusion and spread the plankters out or they can act like a concentration mechanism and pull them they can act like a concentration mechanism and pull them together in some sort of swarm or layer (Okubo 1980) . These together in some sort of swarm or layer (Okubo 1980) . These terms are of t!-re same nature as those involving the mean terms are of t!-re same nature as those involving the mean variables except they represent the transport by coherency variables except they represent the transport by coherency between the concentration and the velocity fluctuations rathbetween the concentration and the velocity fluctuations rather than the means. It is these swimming motion terms that er than the means. It is these swimming motion terms that can give plankters a significantly greater apparent diffusivity can give plankters a significantly greater apparent diffusivity than is seen for passive tracers like temperature and salinity. than is seen for passive tracers like temperature and salinity. The last term involves a correlation also; (n'g') and The last term involves a correlation also; (n'g') and V*((n'?')) represent the transport (flux) and divergence of V*((n'?')) represent the transport (flux) and divergence of the transport by turbulent motion of the water. The effect of the transport by turbulent motion of the water. The effect of these terms on the local concentration depends upon the disthese terms on the local concentration depends upon the distribution of the turbulence relative to the plankters. It can tribution of the turbulence relative to the plankters. It can cause a population to spread out spatially if the turbulence cause a population to spread out spatially if the turbulence dominates over the swimming terms and if the turbulent redominates over the swimming terms and if the turbulent region is larger than the region covered by the population. But, gion is larger than the region covered by the population. But, if the turbulence is spatially limited it will not mix beyond if the turbulence is spatially limited it will not mix beyond the boundaries of that region. Further if the turbulence is the boundaries of that region. Further if the turbulence is limited to a volume that is smaller than the population's limited to a volume that is smaller than the population's physical extent, then the turbulence will not spread the organisms farther in space. Thus we will be concerned with the temporal and spatial distribution of both the turbulence and the plankters of interest.
We can convert the last terms in Eq. 21 and 22 by assuming that the same eddy coefficients apply for diffusion of plankters due 'to turbulent motions of the water as for the diffusion of scalar properties. This assumption is open to skepticism but is perhaps reasonable for plankters as small as many of the flagellates involved in toxic algal blooms. Note that this is not affecting the terms associated with plankter motion relative to the water by swimming, etc. 
Recall (.Eq. 21) that the Reynolds' decomposition was not applied to the birth rate and mortality terms. Thus the equations denoting the averaging appear in those integrals. Because the organisms might be concentrated in one small portion (e.g. pycnocline) of the volume being considered, the population growth and mortality rates must be averaged (integrated) over the population and not averaged over the volume alone. Averages over the volume alone would have -taken the form (26) There is no constraint that p and it4 be constants in time. Because they are defined by spatial integrals, weighted by the population density, over the volume that encloses the population, they have no spatial dependence-unlike Ri and m, which do vary spatially. In fact, p and M are averages of Ri and mi over the population; they are not averages of c~1 and M over volume. Hence p and A4 can change in time even though rui and mi and N do not, because the location of the population inside the volume can change in time. This equation applies as well to a population that has no physical boundary but can be localized sufficiently in space so that the surface integral is in a region with zero mean plankter concentration and zero flux due to the correlation terms.
If we consider only a portion of the population, specifically those plankters that are inside an embayment with an opening to the sea (an open system), then the integral over the surface of the volume in Eq. 24a is not zero. Again the volume of integration is fixed in space:
The surface is no longer impermeable:
L is the loss (or gain) term due to flow through the mouth of the bay. It can be written as an integral over the vertical surface that defines the separation between the water inside the bay and the water outside the bay:
(1) (2) (3) (4 Part of the contribution may be due to motion relative to the water and part to the advection of plankters moving with the water. Term 1 represents mean motion of the plankters relative to the water and across (the perpendicular component) the boundary of the system, and term 2 is advection by the mean water motion (across the boundary). Terms 3 and 4 represent diffusion across the boundary surface due to motion relative to the water and due to turbulent diffusion by the water's motion respectively. If we are considering phytoplankton that are not moving relative to the water (i.e. nonmotile), with the same density as water, and on the order of micrometers in size, then terms 1 and 3 are zero. Again, the boundaries of the volume of integration do not need to be solid physical boundaries but regions where we know the values of the fluxes perpendicular to the surfaces of integration. Encystment and excystment can be considered in two ways. The cysts can be excluded from the population, but a more complete treatment is to allow for two life stages in the population and write the population dynamics equations for both stages. In the first case, because cyst formation takes away members of the population inside the water column and the process would appear as another term in yi, we will call it yC. Excystment occurs in the bottom sediments and would be treated as a flux across the bottom boundary: 
Thus encystment appears in the volume integral and excystment is included in the surface integral. The fate of the cysts is not included in this formulation regardless of whether they sink directly to the bottom or are advected away from the area. The question of resupply to the population is solved by knowing the excystment rate. The equivalent to Eq. 28, could be written to include encystment and excystment explicitly:
Z is the encystment, defined as follows, and E is the flux of plankters up from the bottom due to the excystment process. This supply of members to the population is a boundary flux.:
Using two sets of equations for the two life stages of th,e single population would produce an almost identical treatment. The two sets of equations would be coupled by transfer terms associated with encystment and excystment. The spatial distribution of these phenomena would be as described previously. If the step between cyst formation and resting is very short and dominated by settlement with little predation etc., the population dynamics of cysts would be relatively simple to describe: formation, 100%; sinking, resting, and excystment of which 100% (presumably) exit the sediments. This is unlikely to be the case, so direct measurements of the temporal and spatial distributions of these processes in the ocean will be important.
Particular cases of biological-physical
interactions at the population level We want to consider two different physical cases at the population level. The first is an upwelling situation with coastal estuaries. Examples include the Galician coast of Spain where toxic algae appear in the rias, and the Benguela current area of South Africa where red tides occur in the embayments. The second situation is the population dynamics for restricted layers of algae in stratified fjords and the coastal ocean.
Upwelling systems -HABs are frequently found either in upwelling systems or in estuaries, rias, fjords, or near shore waters in regions with strong upwelling (Ryther 1955; Fraga et al, 1988; Pitcher et al. 1993; Moita 1993; Reguera et al. 1993) . Upwelling occurs when the wind stress leads to transport of surface waters offshore, which are then replaced with subsurface water rich in nutrients (see Huyer 1990; see also Smith and Brink 1994) . This upwelling usually occurs several kilometers offshore and a strong front may develop that separates the freshly upwelled waters from the inshore waters (Fig. 1) . Although populations of HA can build up in offshore waters during upwelling events, the local transport there is offshore and(or) alongshore and thus they are kept away from targ,et species in estuaries, rias, fjords, nearshore waters, and near-bottom waters (Fig. lb) . However, when upwelling winds reverse direction (or only relax, Allen pers. comm.), the cross-shelf flow regime can reverse and the surface waters can be transported rapidly across the old upwelling front into nearshore waters where they may mix to the bottom or enter the estuaries, rias, and fjords (Fig. Id) . In either case they expose target species along the coast to a HAB even in the absence of any local growth of the harmful species in the target system. From a target species perspective, the local model reduces to advection. It should be noted that longer term exposure to the HAB will be dependent on the frequency of such advection events and on whether local physical and biological conditions support development of a subpopulation in the coastal system (e.g. the full model must be applied).
In trying to predict target species exposure following the end of an upwelling event, it is critical to recognize that swimming behavior could enhance algal concentrations above those in offshore source waters. Such enhancement would occur if individuals in offshore waters vertically migrated into the layer of onshore flow during upwelling reversals (Fig. lc) . Upwelling periods tend to be cloudy (foggy) due to the relatively cool surface water, but this fog rapidly dissipates during relaxation and downwelling (Smith and Brink 1994) . The resulting increase in sunshine during relaxation and downwelling events will interact positively with the phototactic behavior of many of these organisms to concentrate them near the surface thus amplifying the onshore transport of HA (Fig. lc) . Increased solar heating in the surface layer should further increase this effect by reducing vertical turbulent diffusitivity thus making phototactic swimming behavior more effective. Once these offshore algae are transported inshore, they could be further concentrated if they a,ggregated into surface or subsurface layers (Fig. Id) . For example, if the onshore surface-layer flow was 30 cm s-l, then HA from as far as 26 km offshore could be transported inshore in a single day (i.e. 0.0003 km s-l times 86,400 s d-l == 26 km). Further, if the HA in subsurface offshore waters migrated up into the onshore-flowing surface layer, then the population in the flow would increase by as much as the integrated abundance in a swath extending 26 km offshore (i.e. by 0.0003 km s-l times 86,400 s d-l). Although this idea is as yet untested, it is certainly consistent with the nearly instantaneous HAB outbreaks observed in the Spanish rias (Fraga et al. 1988; Reguera et al. 1993 ) and South African embayments (Pitcher et al. 1993 ), particularly when the measured concentrations inside the rias and embayments are higher than those observed in the offshore populations.
In trying to understand HAB population dynamics in upwelling systems and in adjacent coastal waters inhabited by target species we must also consider the effect of advective transport from the perspective of the life history of the HA. From the perspective of the HA shelf population, the critical question is whether the onshore flows are an integral part of a life-history strategy designed to maintain populations on the shelf or whether they are simply an unavoidable export with no long-term impact on the primary population. If they are an unavoidable export, then our ability to predict a harmful bloom in inshore waters is dependent on understanding the mechanisms that control the transport and, to a lesser extent, the dynamics of the HA in offshore waters. In contrast, if onshore transport events are an integral part of a lifehistory strategy designed to create a reservoir of cysts that seed the shelf at the start of the next upwelling season (Fig.  la) , then we must understand the mechanisms controlling both subpopulations and the exchange rates between them. In both cases, it is clear that our integration scale for the population must contain both shelf and coastal subpopulations.
Pycnocline layers-Stratification has long been recognized as a precondition for the development of some major types of HABs. For example, in his review of red tides, Ryther (1955) noted that most red tides occurred during quiescent periods typified by warm temperatures, sunny days, and strong stratification. In many cases, these events followed periods of vigorous mixing (storms, hurricanes, etc.) (Ryther 1955) . Although technology severely limited the ability of physical oceanographers to define physical conditions at small scales relevant to HA during the 195Os, the combination of the development during the late 1960s and early 1970s of dye experiments (Okubo 1968, 197 1; Woods 1968; Kullenberg 1974) and profiling instruments for measuring microstructure and energy dissipation (Osborn and Cox 1972; Osborn 1978) suggested that such stratification events could alter vertical mixing rates by orders of magnitude. In addition, subsequent work by these investigators began to suggest that not only could thin dye layers form and persist for kilometers in the thermocline of stratified waters (Kullenberg 1982 , but that regions of low turbulence (energy dissipation) could also persist over similar scales (Osborn 1978 (Osborn , 1980 . Their persistence in time is consistent with measurements indicating that the vertical mixing, in the absence of storms, in the stratified parts of the ocean is on average rather limited (Yamazaki and Osborn 1993) . Temperature and velocity microstructure measurements regularly give estimates of the vertical diffusivity on the order of K, = 0.1-0.3 cm2 s-l (Davis 1994) . These diffusivities have been verified by the SF, measurements in the deep-ocean pycnocline (Ledwell et al. 1993) and in the pycnocline of coastal Massachusetts Bay (Ledwell pers. comm.) . Some HA form highly concentrated layers in the pycnocline. The resulting populations are limited to layers that range in thickness from a few decimeters to a few meters, but they can extend for tens to hundreds of kilometers and have impacts as severe as surface blooms. Two examples will illustrate this point. First, the massive May-June 1988 HAB of C. polyekpis that occurred throughout the Kattegat and Skagerrak was initially restricted to a l-2-m thick layer in the pycnocline (Barth and Nielsen 1989; Nielsen et al. 1990 ). Nonetheless, this bloom induced massive moralities in target spec,ies as it developed and spread up along the Swedish and Norwegian coasts (Barth and Nielsen 1989) . Samples collected from this layer indicated that the HAB was already declining by the time it was first sampled (Nielsen et al. 1990 ). Second, Bjernsen and Nielsen (1991) studied a G. auredum population that was restricted to a layer several decimeters thick in the southern Kattegat. This layer extended for kilometers and persisted for a month. The G. aureolum in this layer was actively photosynthesizing, highly concentrated (reaching 72 pg liter -I of Chl a), and sufficiently toxic to kill a variety of target species. As pointed out by Nielsen et al. (1990) , standard coarse-scale sampling methods have probably prevented the detection of (or led to underestimation of) peak concentrations in layered subsurface HABs.
The development and persistence of such layers in the pycnocline is critically dependent on biological-physical interactions at the individual level. HABs frequently form in the pycnocline of coastal systems following heavy rainfall, calm sunny weather, influxes of estuarine waters, or interactions between dissimilar water masses (Ryther 1955) . All of these factors will tend to increase vertical stratification, which usually (but not always) results in the reduction of vertical disper;sion. If vertical mixing in the pycnocline decreases to the point where directional swimming motion relative to the water [V*(n.3,) and V*((n'$'))] can overcome the vertical dispersive effects of small-scale mixing [V*((n'$'))] then swimming behavior alone (i.e. assuming ,X = 0) will serve to concentrate HA into a layer. This effect will be enhanced by local growth and(or) by suppression of grazing made possible by the higher abundance in the layer. It will also be enhanced if organic compounds excreted by the algae are effectively decreasing local mixing by increasing local viscosity (Jenkinson 1993) . The layer will further intensify if shear stress in surface waters reduces HA growth rates, increases mort(ality rates, and(or) induces the HA to swim toward the pycnocline. This layer will persist and grow into a HAB as long as the combination of growth and swimming can overcome grazing mortality and the dispersive effects of mixing. Although nonmotile forms in such a layer would eventually run out of nutrients, motile algae can extend the bloom in the pycnocline by making brief excursions into deeper waters to take up nutrients (Eppley et al. 1968; Cullen and Horrigan 3 981) .
crease growth relative to its competitors. These chemical defenses include production and in some cases release of compounds that induce grazer avoidance, suppress gazing activity, and(or) kill zooplankton and microzooplankton grazers in the layer (Nielsen et al. 1990; Fiedler 1982; Gill and Harris 1987; Gentien and Arzul 1990) . For example, Nielsen et al. (1990) have shown that copepod and microzooplankton abundance and activities were suppressed in the C. polylepis layer, but not by the lower concentrations of C. polylepis in the rest of the water column. These C. polylepis layers also killed fish and benthic organisms thus eliminating any grazing by these groups. In a similar fashion, grazing rates were effectively reduced to zero in intense thin layers of G. aureolum (Gentien pers. comm.) . Chemical defenses also included release of exotoxins that reduced bacterial activity and growth of competing diatoms (Arzul et al. 1993) . From a population perspective, these defenses allow the cellular growth rate to be directly translated into an increase in population size. If grazing and cell division rates are of similar magnitudes prior to chemical defenses reaching sufficient concentration to suppress grazing, populations will appear to explode once chemical defenses suppress grazing, From the perspective of the target species (and their human consumers), such layers allow the formation of a harmful bloom even though total populations are far below those needed to form a bloom if spread throughout the water column. In addition, because such layers are in the pycnocline, the combination of tides and internal waves will expose caged or rafted target species over a far greater vertical range than the thickness of the HAB layer.
The formation of layers may also play critical roles in three other aspects of the life cycle of the HA. First, the formation of layers makes it possible for the HAB to chemically modify its local environment thus potentially enhancing immigration rates (by providing a chemical signal to migrating algae) or growth rates (by increasing nutrient uptake or reducing bioavailability of toxic metals). Second, such releases could also play a key role in the complex life cycles of many HA by allowing released chemicals in the layer to initiate the release of sufficient gametes in a local area to ensure successful mating (fertilization). Third, the reductions in grazing losses discussed above would allow the layer to provide a refuge during periods unfavorable to growth. This would give the HAB a large seed stock with which to initiate a bloom when conditions improved. Although the observation of low growth rates in a persistent layer of Dinophysis norvegica (Carpenter et al. 1995 ) is consistent with this hypothesis, the importance of immigration and lateral sources in maintaining such layers needs to be evaluated. An extremely important consequence of layer formation Growth, mortality, and swimming responses to shear is that it allows populations to locally increase to the point stress may have important effects on layer formation, mainthat chemical defenses can be used to reduce losses and intenance, and eventual collapse. The migration of members of the population from regions of high shear stress (such as the surface) into regions of low mixing would reduce the negative impact of shear stress on growth rates and reduce potential shear stress mortality (i.e. reduces m, to 0) at the same time that it would reduce the rate of physical dispersal of the population. Such behavior, of course, is dependent on the ability of the alga to swim fast enough to overcome the dispersive effects of mixing. If the directional swimming behavior itself is sensitive to shear stress (i.e. if individuals in the HAB swim from layers of high shear toward layers of low shear stress) then the HAB layer will persist even if the part of the water column in which it formed eventually becomes turbulent. Turbulent patches are intermittent phenomena both temporally and spatially (Woods 1968) . The vertical scale of these turbulent patches is often limited to a few meters. In such a case the motile algae can escape in an hour with a swimming speed of only 0.1 mm s-l (Levandowski and Kaneta 1987) with the net result being that the equation for the total population would look like the equation for the closed system. The volume that contained the population would move in space, but the ability of the swimming to overcome the dispersive effects of the turbulence would mean that there is no passive transport of the algae across the layer boundary. Again it is the behavior and swimming capability of the algae, which produce motion relative to the local water, that constrain the population to a persistent patch.
The dynamics and impacts of HAB layers in pycnoclines are also sensitive to biological-physical interactions with larger scale physical processes. First, a layer in the pycnocline can be transported horizontally along density surfaces by larger scale flows. Such horizontal processes can bring the bloom in contact with target species (Barth and Nielsen 1989; Dundas et al. 1989) or transport the bloom to the surface in frontal regions where isopycnals intersect the surface (Tyler and Seliger 1978; Richardson and Kullenberg 1987) . Second, horizontal transport processes can also bring the HAB sufficiently close to the mouth of estuarine systems so that each incoming tide will transport the HAB into the estuary where it can affect target species (Tyler and Seliger 1978; Delmas et al. 1993 ). Third, storms or spring tides can lead to intense mixing events that disperse the HAB layer into the overlying water column thus making the bloom obvious to a surface observer. Because such mixing events also dramatically increase small-scale turbulence, it is likely that shear-sensitive species will lose motility or die with the net result that a HAB may appear at the surface, then disappear as the algae settle from the water column. For example, Cullen (pers. comm.) has recently documented such an event in Bedford Basin. In deep stratified basins like Bedford, such events can lead both to direct impacts on target species in surface waters and to indirect impacts on deep-water species when bloom settlement leads to subpycnocline anoxia. Finally, storm events can induce strong inertial waves that induce vigorous mixing of the pycnocline as they propagate downward for several days after passage of storms above continental shelves (Itsweire et al. 1989) . Depending on how deep the HAB layer is in the pycnocline, it is possible that inertial-wave mixing could disrupt a pycnocline HAB layer several days after a storm event. The net result of this could be a surface expression of a HAB that could be easily misinterpreted as post storm conditions stimulating in situ growth of a HAB in surface waters rather than inducing the death of a pycnocline HAB.
Conclusions
Theoretical considerations and a growing body of field evidence suggest that HABs and their impacts on target species are controlled not only by physiological responses to local environmental conditions as modified by trophic interactions, but also by a series of biological-physical interactions at the individual and population level. A mathematical analysis of the underlying processes and interactions indicates that major gaps exist in our ability to measure and model the underlying physical processes and biologicalphysical interactions. Given this, it is clear that our ability to correctly interpret field observations of HABs in terms of their dynamics and their impacts is dependent on developing an approach that includes not only measuring the underlying structures and processes at the appropriate scales and from the appropriate perspectives, but also on developing techniques that integrate the resulting information into quantitative models. We are convinced that such efforts will require not only advances in our understanding of biological processes and biological-physical interactions, but also an increase in our understanding of how physical processes at multiple scales interact to control structure, transport, mixing, and biological-physical interactions. As a result, the HAB presents a great opportunity and challenge to biological and physical oceanographers to collaborate in solving a problem that will advance both disciplines and the interdisciplinary field of oceanography.
